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FlexiAnalysis is a reporting and analysis tool that provides accountants and financial analysts insight into their business with a
simple-to-use interface and leverages a familiar tool: Excel. A self-service BI tool designed for Accounting Power Users, and not BI
architects or developers, FlexiAnalysis gives finance users the ability to create graphs and analytical pivots with a simple drag and
drop interface. Out of the box, it comes connected to various FlexiFinancials modules such as FlexiPayables, FlexiReceivables,
FlexiLedger, FlexiAssets and FlexiProjects, and removes the complexity and mystery of how data is stored within the application’s
database.
You no longer need to ask your IT resources to build yet another report or data extract and then troubleshoot it for weeks. You
can create sophisticated data tables and interactive charts and graphs, all by using Excel while connected to live data in your
accounting system. Slicers, filters, drill downs and different presentation forms give you the flexibility to interact with your data in
an intuitive way. You can always save your work for future reference and update it with new data at any time with a single click.

Create Reports Quickly and Easily

PROVEN SOFTWARE
TRUSTED BY WORLDLEADING BRANDS
Founded in 1990, FlexiInternational
Software™ (Flexi) has simplified
accounting in industries including
insurance, healthcare and financial
services where speed, performance
and security are paramount.

Preconfigured connections to Flexi data use references friendly for business users
Predefined templates around common business processes get you started quickly
Simple drag-and-drop interface allows power users to create new reports in
minutes
Create visually appealing analytic models that combine various formats and
charts and graphs
Leverage your existing knowledge of Excel, resulting in an easy learning curve
Personalize your report format using standard Excel formatting
No dependence on IT to build a data model for you

Flexi's full-featured platform has
powered many high-value brands,
including Fortune 10 companies and
some of the world's largest banks.
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Analyze Business Data the Way You Want To
Visualize your data with dynamic charts and graphs
Drill down to the transactional detail without leaving Excel
Sort, Search, and Filter on the data
View your data the way you want it, untethered from the standard Flexi reports
Get real time insight into your financials
Drag and drop to rearrange your data view on the fly
Share your reports over the web by publishing to SharePoint
Integrated security keeps your data safe

ABOUT OUR TECHNOLOGY
Flexi’s open, non-proprietary
architecture is based on the latest
Microsoft standards and tools. It
supports industry-standard
databases such as Oracle and
Microsoft SQL Server and allows
for easy integration through Web
services. The Flexi applications
utilize Microsoft SharePoint to
provide browser-based,
enterprise-wide content portal
and workflow capabilities.
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